Statistics, Computer Science Students Collaborate on Real-World Data
Problems through Mini-Think Tanks
What is the difference between statistics and data science—and, perhaps more importantly,
why do we have two fields with what seems to be the same focus? The best way to understand
the emergence of data science as a separate discipline, explains Herman “Gene” Ray, director
of the Center for Statistics and Analytical Research at Kennesaw State University, is to see data
science as the merger of computer science and statistics. “Most traditional statistics programs
teach you a lot of theory and how to work out problems by hand,” he says. “Computer
applications are something of an afterthought. But businesses aren’t going to analyze 100
million records by hand; they’re dealing with huge convenience samples. And that’s where data
science steps in.”
And that’s where the academic infighting starts: Statisticians say data scientists lack the
statistical or mathematical foundation to understand data collection and analysis, and data
scientists roll their eyes at statisticians for their lack of programming savvy. This, says Ray, was
the biggest obstacle they faced in creating one of the first US PhD programs in analytics and
data science: How do you combine statistics and computer science? “Each one thinks they can
do it without the other,” he says. “But the reality is that most statisticians are not very good
programmers, and most computer scientists don’t really understand some of the nuances of
statistics. Our goal is to bridge that divide.”
Their solution, in part, leveraged the increasing awareness among Atlanta-area businesses of
the importance of data. The Analytics and Data Science Institute created nine sponsored
research laboratories, each focused on data problems facing a business or public service or
nonprofit, and each with one to four PhD students led by a faculty member. “They’re like
miniature think tanks exploring real-world problems,” says Ray. “And in doing so, students get
to understand the problem from the computer science and the statistical perspective.” A more
traditionally minded statistics student might be encouraged by a colleague to explore neural
networks, while a more traditionally minded computer science student might be encouraged to
see why they have to use representative sampling over convenience sampling.
One recent project involved working with Cobb County Fire Department, a suburb of Atlanta,
which was not meeting the national metrics for fire standards. “We took all their data for fire
and ambulance events—the time of the first phone call to the time the ambulance left the

firehouse to the time it took it to get to an event. We looked at the routes and traffic patterns,
and then optimized response times using graft theory and Google Maps.” Routes were
changed, fire zones reallocated, and response times were cut. “The Cobb County fire chief is
very data savvy,” says Ray, “so he’s implementing incremental changes and then seeing how
the data updates.”
The research laboratories also add another dimension—and an increasingly important one—to
student experience: how to talk to people who aren’t statisticians or data scientists.
“When I was trained, the expectation was that I would work with other statisticians and present
at academic conferences,” says Ray. “So, we all spoke the same language. Today, a data
scientist could be speaking with an executive, or client, or policymaker, who has very little
statistics background at all. They must be able to read this really quickly, and make sure the
right message is still communicated at the appropriate level. That’s one of the beautiful things
about these labs—they force everyone to learn how to speak in a way for the lab to be
successful.”
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